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The Cache Affairs

I couldn't help but look inadvertently to the south
For a protracted reformation
expose to the heat and humid climate
Only if running my Hancock was permissible
knowing it would caused a reprisal backlash
so discreetly, telegraphing radio frequencies, spontaneous combustion, run a bout of primary elections
Engraving on spongy walls ubiquitously- my jaws and killer whale instincts
sniffing robustly your pleats
warping these bulges iteratively
to squeeze my poking stares at intersections
Praying for durational spells
ruffling riffs as we indulge without a fray
the tight noose protected like a holy grail
in various shifts of chivalrous display
I made radial contact in my foregone foreplays,
sweating in sins as i masturbated
about heaving your frock
dissecting the route from pond to the oozy lake
staking claims to private property upon apprehension
while our growth organically blossom into many hues

going through archives of your central nervous system,
reading your treatise on endearment & liberty
I'm more in debt to a un

Little doubt of the invasion
A castle maintain in cask so unbreakable

Your logic of numerology disparities
that we can ignore
this lad made his first hattrick
before spurts had grown

Licorice thin lips, unrented stable hips
in wonderment of your curvy rubrics
Crazy 69,6: 30, and preying manthis
shredding the nylon, watching a model strip
engineering an operation with pliers and wrench,
this maiden cluster behested
languages of physiology
and gazing commandments
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